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Introduction

Methodology

For many employees and employers alike, the last 18
months have been some of the most challenging and
testing times of our work and even home lives. We have
witnessed monumental changes not only to how we
do our day-to-day work, but in how many of us perceive
the world of work and our life priorities.

During July and August 2021, over 300
leaders, HR professionals and associated
experts from organisations of many
different sizes, completed an online
survey about their current people-related
challenges, priorities, and employee
experience strategies.

This fourth edition of The State of Employee Engagement brings together the latest
views from a cross section of organisational leaders, HR professionals and industry
experts, on their key challenges, priorities, and opportunities.
We first explored how organisations
approach employee engagement in the
2014 edition of The State of Employee
Engagement. We found that three
quarters of organisations were focused
on improving engagement, but only one
in two were satisfied with their progress.
They were hampered by a lack of buy-in
from senior leaders and interest from
employees. Most companies relied on
an annual employee survey, providing
a snapshot in time, often with a lag
between employees providing feedback
and results being shared. In our follow-on
research in 2016 and 2018, we observed
early adopters beginning to replace their
annual employee survey, with short,
more regular pulse surveys, providing
real-time feedback. We witnessed a
shift to focusing on the wider employee

The majority classed themselves as HR
leaders/managers or associated HR
professionals e.g., internal comms leads.
16% classed themselves as organisational
leaders/directors. 65% said they were from
organisations with up to 500 employees,
and 35% with between 500 and 5,000+
employees.

80% of respondents were based in
the UK, with the remainder split
predominately across EMEA and APAC.
65% said they were from private sector
organisations, and 35% from public/third
sector/public-private partnerships.

experience (EX), concentrating on the
candidate experience right through to
leavers and building an alumni.
Whereas previous editions of The
State of Employee Engagement have
highlighted gradual changes, Covid-19
has accelerated the future of work and
brought upon us unprecedented change.
This report examines how HR’s biggest
challenges have changed; the shift to
hybrid working and how what many
employees ultimately value and look for
in an employer has evolved.
By making HR professionals aware of
these trends, highlighting common
challenges and sharing best practice,
we aim to put forward a roadmap for
influencing your people strategy.
This eBook has been designed using resources from Freepik.com

6
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Key findings

1

2

3

8

The great employee engagement divide
The pandemic has created immediate changes and brand-new challenges
for employees and organisations alike, such as remote working, job
uncertainty and pressure on employee wellbeing. This report reveals
how, although employee engagement levels have increased slightly for
organisations able to work remotely, the levels are significantly down for
those with frontline workers.

HR’s top priorities
The priorities for HR almost certainly differ from company to company,
but in an overarching sense, the top priorities for HR today are improving
employee engagement, wellbeing and retention, creating diverse and
inclusive cultures, and embedding effective hybrid working.

4

Covid-19 has accelerated the shift to more regular
employee listening
With so much change and lack of a playbook, more organisations are
switching from traditional annual engagement surveys to regular pulse
surveys, with leaders using real-time feedback to guide their decisions
and key priorities. The survey revealed that, for most organisations, the
optimal approach is regular pulse surveys, complemented with feedback
throughout the employee life cycle.

5

The change in employee values

6

Improving diversity and inclusion (D&I) powers
employee engagement

The pandemic has given employees the ideal opportunity to assess how
they feel about their jobs, including factors such as work-life balance,
flexible working and whether they are in the right profession/career
altogether. We now know that what employees value has changed – great
talent expects more flexibility than ever before and is willing to switch
jobs for it.

The shift to hybrid working
With no warning, workforces were ‘forced’ to work from home (if they
were able to). Over a year later, we look at what organisations are doing
now, and in the future, when it comes to flexible/hybrid working. For those
organisations that were mostly office based, four in five are shifting to
hybrid working.

Our research has identified a key finding to further build the case for
investing in diversity and inclusion – the companies who are further along
in their D&I journey have more engaged employees.
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The great employee
engagement divide

Why the difference?
Those organisations able to work remotely – and which have consciously focused on
their people, their wellbeing and communication – have fared better:

Q: Why do you think engagement has increased?
The Covid-19 pandemic threw many of us into the completely new world of remote
working and home schooling, whilst other key workers valiantly carried on keeping
the country going – at times with a lack of PPE and very real concerns about their
health. It is therefore not surprising that there are significant differences in employee
engagement levels, depending on the nature of an organisation and how it has
operated during the pandemic.
Overall, an equal number of organisations said that their employee engagement levels
had increased during the last 12 months, as those who said it had declined:

Figure 1 – During the last year, has employee
engagement at your organisation increased,
stayed the same or declined?

34%

Increased

22%

Stayed the same

34%

Declined

10%

Don’t know

When you dig deeper, however, there is a stark difference based on the nature of their
business and whether employees could work remotely during the pandemic.
For those organisations who are mostly office based and able to work remotely, 4%
more said employee engagement had improved rather than declined. But for those
with frontline workers, who are unable to work remotely, 24% more said it had declined
than improved:
9%

7%

9%

Don’t know
Declined

31%

36%

Stayed the same

25%

19%

Increased

49%

18%
35%

37%

Mostly office based/
able to work remotely

Mix of office-based
and frontline workers

25%

A): “Due to there being less face-to-face contact, extra attention has been spent
on engaging with our employees by other means.”
– Sophie Benassi, HR Officer, Havencare Homes and Support Limited
A): “Increased and improved communication from leadership. Also a feeling of
being ‘in it together’.” – Ryan Cheyne, HR leader, private sector
A): “Everything has changed the way of working. More digitalisation means there
is a need to up-skill. Also, management has changed and the new CEO has
focused on training employees and engaging them so they put their heart into
everything they do.” – ANONYMOUS

For those companies with frontline workers, unable to work remotely, many faced
concerns about their wellbeing, burnout, and some sector-specific challenges,
like a lack of PPE. While those white-collar organisations with declining engagement,
didn’t focus on their culture or people enough, nor adapt as quickly
as needed:

Q: Why do you think engagement has stayed the same/declined?
A): “I think they got very complacent with Covid. They could have done so much
more than they did as it was an excellent opportunity to work on engagement
while working remotely.” – ANONYMOUS
A): “Increase in working from home. Company hasn’t put any extra ‘effort’ in
keeping/building up relationships within the team virtually, particularly with
new starters.” – ANONYMOUS

Frontline workers/
on-site

Figure 2 – During the last year, has employee engagement increased, stayed the same or
declined, by organisation type

10
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The challenges for
organisations with
diverse workforces
Where an organisation has a combination
of employees who can and cannot work
remotely, it can create a challenging
dynamic, including a ‘them and us’
mentality unless carefully managed.
This raises a very important dilemma
for any organisation thinking of offering
hybrid/remote working to those who can,
that also have others at work who need
to be on-site or physically delivering a
service.
Employees themselves have been saying
that the ability to work at home – even if
just part of the time – has offered them
‘advantages’ such as financial benefits
and a better work-life balance. Being able
to juggle things like childcare and other
caring/home responsibilities, walking
the dog and exercising at lunch time, for
example, has been a positive experience.

12

In addition, there is the benefit of getting
many hours back per week by not having
to commute – sometimes long distances
each day. This additional time has, on
occasion, resulted in employees working
longer hours by logging on earlier or
finishing later whilst still being able to
have more time with their children and
family. The financial benefits have come
from reduced travel costs and reduced
spending on things like lunches whilst in
the traditional work environment.
So, if those able to work in a hybrid
way may experience benefits to worklife balance, wellbeing, and to their
finances, how can organisations offer
comparable benefits to those who
can’t?
They may need to think about: enhanced
holidays and in-work breaks, reduced or
compressed hours, more favourable shift
patterns, four-day weeks, a reduction in
weekend work, and enhanced pay and
benefits. Organisations should also do
as much as possible to reduce the root
causes of stress at work, by ensuring onsite employees and/or those physically
delivering a service have optimum
systems, tools, and work environments.

We spoke to Sean Nolan, CEO and
Founder of Blink – the world’s first
enterprise app designed exclusively for
frontline workers – about the survey
findings highlighted to the right. This is
what he had to say:

‘For the organisations able
to work remotely during
the pandemic, 4% more say
engagement has improved
compared to declined, but for
those with frontline workers,
24% more say engagement
has declined rather than
improved.’

“These statistic aren’t surprising. Not
only has the pandemic been particularly
demanding for frontline workers, but it
has also exacerbated the following
long-standing pain points:
1. Not having a voice in daily
operations
Being in direct contact with customers,
frontline workers have valuable
experiences and feedback to share; yet
their views are rarely solicited or taken
on board. People become engaged
when they feel seen and heard – so
give them a channel to offer feedback.
Over time, their emerging insights can
trigger innovation.
2. Feeling excluded from internal
communications
Historically, internal communications
have excluded (and bored) frontline
workers. Why? Because top-down
updates come from the perspective
of the executive team, not the wider
workforce. Include the frontline in
yours by sharing their authentic
stories, pictures, and videos. This will
strengthen their sense of belonging
and increase their discretionary effort.

3. Disjointed access to technology
For too long, frontline workers have
had to make do with a labyrinth
of clunky technology that is rarely
mobile-first, all requiring multiple
downloads, usernames and
passwords. Unsurprisingly, this is a
massive drain on efficiency – and
engagement. Frontline workers need
instant, seamless, password-free
access to tools, content and workflows,
from one app on their personal
smartphone.”
www.workbuzz.com | The State of Employee Engagement 2021
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HR’s top priorities

Given the pressures created by Covid-19,
home schooling and remote working on
employee wellbeing, it is not surprising
that supporting overall wellbeing and
employee wellness is the second highest
priority – by some distance – for HR.

The results are in. HR’s biggest priorities right now are improving employee engagement,
wellbeing and retention, creating diverse and inclusive cultures, and implementing an
effective hybrid working model:

Improving employee engagement and the
overall employee experience

57%
56%

Supporting employee wellbeing/overall wellness
Creating diverse and inclusive workplaces

44%

Improving retention of employee talent

44%

Facilitating remote or hybrid working

43%
39%

Attracting great talent of any generation

37%

Improving development and growth
Improving company culture

32%

Creating/managing a more flexible workforce

27%

Making HR strategies and decisions more data
driven (increasing the use of data)

24%

Keeping employee capability and skills up to date

23%

Improving productivity levels

18%

Appealing to the next generation/younger
workers for succession planning
Improving corporate social responsibility
Other

Figure 3 – What are your top five HR
priorities right now?

15%
8%
1%

Hear from John Backhouse – Principal
Consultant at WorkBuzz – on this topic:
“Wellbeing is more than ever a vital
area of focus for both organisations
and employees themselves. We’ve been
through unprecedented times, where
our work, home and health have been
severely impacted in so many ways.
Many have experienced workplace
concerns of furlough, job security and
even redundancy, possibly for the first
time in their careers. Those not on
furlough have often had to cope with
skeleton staffing made worse by pingdemics, often having to do the work
of many and keep the ‘lights on’ for
organisations.

Pre Covid-19, lots of companies were
measuring wellbeing as one part of the
overall employee experience. During
Covid-19 however, many focused their
listening strategy on how to set their
employees up for effective remote working
and collaboration, and then on regular
monitoring of wellbeing throughout
the pandemic.
Many organisations built their pulse
surveys not only on questions to monitor
the physical and mental wellbeing of their
employees and the support available, but
to ensure that they were able to highlight
and remove many of the causes of stress.
These causes include additional resourcing
needs, additional facilities and putting
in place new ways of working. These
businesses found the ability to rapidly
deploy focused listening, and take in-themoment action — invaluable throughout
the pandemic.

By now, these individuals are at severe
risk of burn out. This is all against the
backdrop of how the pandemic may
have impacted the health of ourselves
and our families, plus, the impact of any
caring responsibilities we may have.
It’s been a relentless pressure, without
the ability to take that much needed
holiday abroad.
Organisations have a huge duty of care
for the wellbeing of their employees, and
employees need to look out for their own
colleagues.”

14
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Employee retention and the
war for talent
In Western countries, as economies
have started to recover from Covid-19
and vacancy levels have spiked, the
competition for talent has become white
hot. Amazon recently announced it would
cover college tuition costs for 750,000
frontline workers, costing $1.2bn by 2025
(Forbes 2021). In the UK, Covid-19, Brexit,
and tax changes have contributed to a
shortfall of 100,000 qualified lorry drivers,
with companies desperate to retain staff
and offering sign up bonuses of up to
£5,000 (BBC 2021). The problem isn’t just

limited to haulage, with sectors like care
and hospitality also badly affected.
It’s therefore no surprise to see that
‘improving retention’ is one of the top five
priorities for HR and, with no immediate
solution for solving the staffing shortfall,
this could become THE top priority for
more companies facing labour shortages
in the near future. When we asked what
KPIs HR are being measured on, turnover
ranked very high:

The great employee resignation
In a recent survey of more than 30,000 global workers, 41% were considering
quitting or changing professions this year (Microsoft 2021).
Since the pandemic, employees around
the world have been quitting their jobs in
record numbers, leaving HR professionals
and business leaders scrambling to figure
out how to keep them (Wired 2021).
It’s been reported that employers have
played a big part in why they’re walking
away, which is why it is so vital that the
employee voice is heard (BBC 2021).

Employee listening platforms help to
inform HR professionals about how
their employees are feeling in real time,
whether they are considering leaving
and, most importantly, the reasons why,
so organisations can act before their best
talent walks out the door.

Figure 4 – What KPIs are you being
measured on in the next 12 months?

16
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The shift to hybrid working
For those organisations that are mostly office based and were able to work remotely
during the pandemic, almost nine in 10 are permanently changing how they work. At
least 81% are moving to hybrid working, including 18% which plan to give individual
employees full flexibility to choose where they work. Only 2% said they plan to go
fully remote, whilst 12% are reverting back to their old way of working. For those
organisations with a mix of office and on-site/frontline workers, slightly more are
reverting to their traditional ways of working:

Organisations that are mainly office based/able to work remotely:
We are moving to hybrid working
for those who can
18%

Making no changes to how we
worked pre-pandemic
Other
We are going completely remote

12%
5%

We mentioned that effective hybrid working was a top priority for 43% of organisations,
which is no surprise, given that it is a brand-new way of working for most companies. Two
thirds of these cited ‘keeping employees feeling connected to each other and the company
on an emotional level’ as a reason why. Following this, one in two reported challenges
identifying and supporting wellbeing needs, nurturing the right culture and collaboration:
Ensuring people still feel connected to each other
and the company on an emotional level

2%

Organisations with a mix of office staff and those unable to work remotely:

66%

Identifying and supporting mental health
and wellbeing needs

51%

Nurturing the right culture

51%

Collaboration, especially on managing projects
when the team is spread out

51%
49%

Understanding how our people are feeling or doing
Avoiding loneliness of hybrid/remote workers

We are moving to hybrid working
for those who can

46%

61%

Making no changes to how we
worked pre-pandemic

15%

Immediate manager competencies for managing
remote/hybrid workforces

39%

Effectiveness of internal communications

Individual employees have full
flexibility to choose

14%

Other
We are going completely remote

Steven Frost, WorkBuzz Founder & CEO

Hybrid working is here to stay, but remains a top challenge

63%

Individual employees have full
flexibility to choose

“It’s clear that most organisations are embracing hybrid working.
In the last six months, we’ve recruited 15 new ‘WorkBuzzers’
and hybrid and remote working has allowed us to significantly
expand our talent pool. On the flip side, if we rigidly went back
to four or five days a week in the office, we would have probably
faced some retention issues – talented employees have options
and have come to expect and demand more flexibility.”

9%

37%

Senior leadership competencies for leading
remote/hybrid workforces

32%
25%

Hiring and onboarding

21%

Technology provision

1%

19%

Trusting remote workers to be productive
Physical working equipment provision

Figure 5 – What best describes your future working arrangement?
Note: “Other” included comments like ‘still to be decided’.

18

Other

12%
6%

Figure 6 – What are your biggest hybrid working challenges?
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With enforced remote working during the pandemic, for many organisations it was
easier for leadership, because all employees were in the same boat, working from home.
With some employees returning to the office and some choosing to stay remote, there
is a real risk of creating a two-tier system. If leaders aren’t conscious of including remote
colleagues, adapting their communication and keeping these front of mind, the gains
made over the last 18 months could easily recede.

How Covid-19 has accelerated
the shift to greater employee
listening

Q: Share any thoughts around the challenges of hybrid or remote working
A): “I believe there will be a culture for people in the office and another one for people
working at home. I don’t think any company nowadays will be able to get the culture
issue right from the very start. The pandemic has challenged us, and I feel individual
managers have managed to keep the culture going while many, many other managers
have not. Surveys are essential for this. We need to know what the workforce want/need
and train our managers to deliver that.” – ANONYMOUS
A): “I think a mix of office and remote workers will be more challenging with some in and
some out. Technology will be challenging and the risk of bias towards those who are
present.” – ANONYMOUS

Developing effective leaders and managers for hybrid working is key
Not only is the move to hybrid a challenge
for the organisation in terms of ensuring
employee connection, collaboration,
and culture, but organisations need to
have a distinct focus on supporting and
developing their leaders and managers to
inspire and lead hybrid and remote teams.
In some traditional organisations, leaders
have been encouraged to ‘manage by
walking around’ (MBWA). The problem is,
with hybrid working, this doesn’t work.
Just because some employees aren’t
front of view, doesn’t mean they shouldn’t
be front of mind. Organisations must
ensure these workers’ views are taken
into consideration and that their case for
promotion isn’t overlooked.

20

During times of rapid change, employee
voice has never been more important.
Leaders have been presented with brand
new challenges, with no playbook for
this. Employee feedback has helped
them understand how their people have
adjusted to enforced, sudden remote
working; if they had the right tools
to work from home; what employee
wellbeing support they needed to
prioritise; and how to shape future

decisions on things like future hybrid
working strategies.
It is therefore unsurprising that more
and more companies have shifted from
running a traditional, often annual
employee engagement survey, which
only provides a snapshot in time, towards
more agile, regular pulse surveys,
powered by real-time feedback platforms.

62%

2018

To thrive in a hybrid workplace, leaders
and managers need different skills:
More empathy to ensure their
teams see them as accessible and
approachable
Higher emotional intelligence and the
ability to develop relations remotely
Better time management
The ability to put in place systems and
processes that don’t rely on people
sat beside each other, every day
This puts HR centre stage – by helping
to recruit for, nurture and embed these
behaviours, HR can help organisations
adjust to and thrive in the future way of
working.

2021
41%

28%
17%

17%
7%
2%

Every 18
months or less
frequent

Annually

Pulse surveys –
quarterly

5%

Pulse surveys –
monthly

1%

3%

Pulse surveys –
weekly

Figure 7 – How often organisations survey their people – 2018 versus 2021

The most common types of other employee listening formats include exit surveys (61%),
informal feedback (52%) and onboarding surveys (26%).
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For most organisations, the optimal mix is regular pulse surveys, complemented with
onboarding feedback:
14%

6%

5%

6%

Don’t know
13%
35%

28%

Declined

41%

31%
16%

Stayed the same

18%
19%
41%

51%

50%

Quarterly pulse

Monthly pulse

Increased

27%

Every 18
months or less
frequent

Annually

Figure 8 – Survey frequency and whether engagement has improved, declined, or stayed
the same in the last 12 months. Note: weekly frequency excluded due to low uptake and
sample size.

When deciding what the optimal employee
listening strategy is for your organisation,
it is worth considering frequency and
how you complement a company-wide
employee survey, with feedback throughout
the employee life cycle.
Let’s discuss frequency to start. Running
regular pulse surveys helps to track
employee sentiment, but from WorkBuzz’s
own experience, running weekly surveys,
unless during a period of heightened
change, often leads to low response rates.
HR and business leaders simply do not have
enough time to digest and act on feedback
for employees to see any change and
managers are often overwhelmed by ever
changing dashboards. This is perhaps one

10%

of the reasons why running pulse surveys
on a monthly or quarterly basis works so
well for most organisations, especially if your
workforce is connected digitally.
High performing organisations also
complement their company-wide pulse
surveys, with feedback across the employee
life cycle, helping them to improve the
employee experience during all stages
of this. Although many more conduct
exit surveys (61%), the biggest impact on
improving employee engagement was
onboarding surveys – 48% of organisations
running these said engagement levels had
improved over the last 12 months, compared
to 37% running exit surveys.

8%

Don’t know
29%

36%

Declined

When reviewing monthly pulses, we should caution about the small
sample size and the fact that the majority of organisations who said
they run these, were able to work remotely during the pandemic.
We know these fared better during the pandemic than those with
frontline workers, so this may explain why only 13% of these said
engagement levels had declined.

13%
19%

Increased
48%
37%

Onboarding
surveys

22

Stayed the same

Exit surveys

Figure 9 – Survey type and whether engagement
has improved, declined, or stayed the same in the
last 12 months
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CASE STUDY
Learn how HS2 transformed
their business with employee
experience insights using the
WorkBuzz platform
High Speed Two Ltd (HS2) is the organisation
tasked with building Britain’s high-speed rail
network. It is the largest project ever invested
in by the UK Government. HS2 is a ‘mega
project’ of a size and scale never previously
attempted in the UK.
When Neil Hayward, Chief People Officer,
joined HS2 back in 2017 he found a company
that was in danger of failing:
“There were clear signs of distress in terms
of HS2’s reputation, and performance. Their
people were disengaged and unmotivated.
A lot of change was required.
The Board signed off a new People and
Organisation Strategy which committed us to
doing things differently, with focus on building
HS2 as ‘an effective client organisation with
the right capabilities’ and developing ‘a
talented workforce and an inclusive culture’.
Employee voice – a cornerstone of
engagement – wasn’t working at HS2. It had
run a traditional bi-annual staff engagement
survey – it was a laborious process and by
the time the results were shared with people
managers, the feedback was dated. And the
single snapshot in time wasn’t keeping up
with the rate of change at HS2.”

24

Neil Hayward, Chief People Officer, HS2

WorkBuzz and HS2 co-created a vision for
what a world class employee experience would
look like at the company and how we could
revamp its employee engagement strategy.
We set out to modernise its employee voice by
introducing much more agile, quarterly pulse
surveys and empowering managers with realtime feedback.
Shortly before we were due to launch, the
Coronavirus pandemic took hold in the UK,
with the first lockdown announced. HS2
pivoted and within just four days, they were
launching a remote working and wellbeing
pulse. The survey ensured that every colleague
had the tools they needed to work from home
productively, that they were receiving regular
communications from the HS2 leadership
team and also helped HS2 identify what
support was needed for employee wellbeing.
Most importantly, the questions were relevant
to employees and provided actionable insight.
Through a series of bi-monthly wellbeing
pulses, HS2 could track and adjust its approach,
with response rates and wellbeing levels
measurably improving as employees could see
positive change resulting from their feedback.

“WorkBuzz helped me define
what we wanted employee
experience to mean at HS2.
They brought passion, extensive
experience, and a very agile and
intuitive employee engagement
platform, giving us insights, in
real time, at every stage of an
employee’s experience journey
with us.”
– Neil Hayward, HS2

Back in 2018 when HS2 started their
transformation, only 76% of their employees
responded to the then bi-annual staff
engagement survey. Now they have
consistently higher response rates much
more frequently (82%+) and their staff are
significantly more engaged too (19%+).
The insights have also helped sharpen HS2’s
already impressive diversity and inclusion
focus. In 2021, HS2 became the first UK
company to achieve the prestigious Clear
Assured Platinum Award for their efforts to
improve equality, diversity, and inclusion.
Even more importantly, after 18 months of the
pandemic, HS2 remains on track to deliver
Phase 1 of the programme to schedule and
cost, having kept construction working at
more than 250 sites up and down the line
of route through an approach that has put
staff wellbeing and safety front and centre
throughout. In addition, using WorkBuzz’s
predictive turnover analysis, churn has slowed
and hiring costs have reduced.

First UK company to achieve the
prestigious Clear Assured Platinum
Award for their efforts to improve
Equality & Diversity
Response rate increased by 6%
Staff engagement increased by 19%
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Great talent expects more
flexibility than ever before
Covid-19 has led to many employees reconsidering their priorities, with some switching
careers and others re-evaluating the choices and trade-offs they make, like the long
commute versus more time at home with their family. In our survey, nine in 10 HR
professionals said flexible working was more important to existing and prospective
employees compared to 12 months ago. In addition, nine in 10 said employee wellbeing
was more important and seven in 10 rated a great company culture as more important.
Relatively speaking, traditional benefits like pension and salary, have fallen down the
pecking order:
Flexible work base - ability to work from
home/remotely/hybrid

92%

Flexible working patterns/hours ability to choose days, hours, and patterns etc.

92%

Employer’s effort to support wellbeing

90%

A great company culture

72%

Working for an employer that views equality,
diversity and inclusion as a high priority

66%

Opportunities for personal development and growth

66%
57%

Opportunities for career advancement
Other benefits e.g. private healthcare

55%

Working for a highly ethical/socially responsible
employer

55%

Salary
Pension

43%
28%

With four in five office-based organisations
shifting to hybrid working, companies not offering
the same degree of flexibility may quickly find
additional challenges recruiting great talent.
We spoke to Gautam Sahgal, CEO of Perkbox
about this subject:
“The findings which reveal that flexibility has taken on such an importance
to employees shows how things are shaping up in the new working world.
At Perkbox, we work with companies across the globe, and it’s clear the
pandemic has accelerated the trend of people wanting their jobs to suit their
lifestyles. Whether it’s the hours they work, where they work, or the types of
benefits they’re offered, people want choice and the ability to tailor things
based on their needs.
This also ties in with the increased emphasis businesses are placing on hiring
diverse talent. By offering greater choice, they can show that they value each
employee as an individual – making themselves an attractive proposition to a
wider variety of candidates.
We’ve also noticed that wellbeing has gone from a nice-to-have to a musthave, and this report confirms that. Over the last 18 months, our wellbeing
offering has become increasingly sought after, as companies recognise the
need to support their people physically, mentally, and emotionally. This has
become a deal breaker for many employees, and we don’t see this reversing.
If anything, it’ll take on even more significance.
Being able to demonstrate awareness and activity around changing
employee needs is especially important as the employment landscape
becomes increasingly competitive and companies strive to attract and retain
the best talent.”

Figure 10 – Compared to 12 months ago, what do you consider more
important to existing and prospective employees?
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Diversity and inclusion
is powering employee
engagement

In our survey, we asked respondents at what stage their organisation currently is:

Equality

Fairness, equal rights, and opportunities for all

Diversity 	Recognising and celebrating differences seen
across people
Inclusion People feeling welcome and valued
Belonging 	A culture where people feel able to be their true
selves at work

25%

Plan

20%

Act
Realise

In HR’s top five priorities, creating a diverse and inclusive workplace
was third (44%). So, let’s start by explaining what EDIB is:

31%

Learn

None

6%
19%

Figure 11 – Which of these stages best describes where your organisation is on its
Equality, Diversity, Inclusion & Belonging (EDIB) journey?

The chart is in order of the journey itself, in terms of organisational EDIB maturity level.
It is interesting to know that 56% are still in the early stages of ‘Learning’ and ‘Planning’.
Only one in five are at the ‘Act’ stage of making changes and communicating them.
6%, a very small percentage, said they have been through the full journey and are at the
‘Realise’ stage. Worryingly, given that creating a diverse and inclusive workplace was third
on the HR priorities list, one in five said they haven’t even begun their journey.

In terms of their EDIB journeys, organisations tend to fall into one of
four stages:
1. Learn – Understand diversity data across the organisation, gather feedback from
employees about their experience, and identify ‘at risk’ groups

2. Plan – Build a strategy, plan, and programmes, and implement basics for equality
and plans on how to overcome diversity gaps

3. Act – Include employees in implementing plans, communicate often, explain
changes, and enable employees to have a voice in how changes are implemented

4. Realise – See improvements against strategy and plan, gather feedback on
progress made, and see culture shift
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EDIB maturity correlates
with employee engagement

INSIGHT - Three next
steps to consider			

The further along the EDIB journey an organisation is, the more likely they were to say
that employee engagement had increased, and less likely to say that engagement had
declined during the last 12 months. The most startling figures are for those at the ‘None’
stage, where 50% said engagement declined, and only 20% said it had increased:

Increased

32%

Stayed the same

17%

Declined

20%

45%

40%

45%

18%

18%

31%

27%

Learn

10%

11%
Plan

23%

38%

Don’t know

6%

43%

Act

19%
Realise

50%

0%

8%
None

Figure 12 – EDIB maturity, broken down with increasing, staying
the same, and declining employee engagement levels
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For more information on how to progress your EDIB
agenda, we recommend another WorkBuzz resource –
‘Four steps to create a more inclusive culture –
EDIB has never been more important’.

Becky Norman, Editor of HRZone, shares her thoughts on the key findings
of The State of Employee Engagement 2021 research and advises on the
next steps for people professionals and organisational leaders.

1. Evolve your employee value
proposition

2. Take the next step on your
EDIB journey

A key strategy for surviving the ‘Great
Resignation’ and attracting the best people
in a candidate-driven market is to evaluate
and update your pre-pandemic employee
value proposition (EVP). As this research
report has highlighted, employees are
reconsidering their priorities and placing
greater importance on flexible working,
employee wellbeing and company culture
compared with basic benefits such as salary
and pensions.

As this research report highlights, many
organisations are still only learning about
their organisation’s EDIB issues or planning
their strategy for overcoming these gaps.
Diversity and inclusion experts are also
stressing that even with organisations
that have rolled out D&I programmes, little
impact is being made because they are
being approached as one-off initiatives.

Don’t just use these broad findings to
make assumptions about your own people
though. Survey your employees specifically
about their change in perceptions, priorities
and needs to obtain objective feedback.
This will help you craft a bespoke, datainformed EVP that’s specifically catered to
your own workforce.
When it comes to communicating your
refreshed EVP with employees, bring your
marketing team into the project early on
to help build a compelling marketing and
internal communications plan.

To see real progress, ensure your diversity
and inclusion efforts are being guided
by data, that you are measuring progress
regularly on your journey and that you are
prioritising the right metrics to assess.
Expand ownership for your EDIB strategy
so that it does not just sit with the HR and/
or diversity and inclusion team. It should
be the responsibility of everyone in the
business to make change – from the CEO
and the leadership team through to the
managers and the employees themselves.
In a similar vein, make sure every process,
policy, product and service – within HR and
beyond – is assessed through the lens of
diversity and inclusion.
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3. Put listening at the heart of your culture
The pandemic acted as a catalyst for strengthening the employee voice, with many
organisations ramping up feedback requests to help make critical decisions at speed. The
new era of work is riddled with unexpected challenges and we can be fairly sure that the
Covid-19 pandemic will not be the last global crisis businesses have to deal with (consider
the potential impact of, for example, climate change, technology, social instability and
new pandemics).
The best way to prepare for future unknowns is a topic for another report, but one key
learning we can take from the pandemic is that listening to employees is critical in
navigating through turbulent times.
It now feels like an opportune time to build on this and help cultivate a culture where
employees feel safe and empowered to speak up and share their concerns, ideas and
solutions in a business as usual setting. That way, when the next crisis does present itself,
you have an entire workforce geared up to support the business.

Summary
During the last 18 months, there has been
unprecedented changes to how we work,
but different types of employees and
organisations have been impacted in very
different ways.
For those companies able to work
remotely, which have proactively focused
on their culture and employee wellbeing,
employee engagement has improved
and no doubt these will benefit in a very
competitive market for talent.
But for those with frontline and key
workers, unable to work remotely, it is a
different picture, with 24% more reporting
declining employee engagement levels.
In addition, consider those employees
at organisations unable to trade during
lockdowns; put on and off furlough; who
have feared for their livelihoods, plus the
stress on company directors trying to save
their businesses.
The pandemic has created lasting change,
with four in five office-based companies
shifting to hybrid working, talent
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demanding more flexibility than ever
before and many employees reassessing
their life priorities.
As the world economy bounces back
and with changes to the labour market
and supply chains, the war for talent
is white hot. For many organisations,
it is becoming THE strategic priority.
Progressive organisations understand
this, are adapting their employee value
propositions, and prioritising diversity and
inclusion.
This all creates an opportunity to put HR
centre stage. Unlike many challenges
that have come before, even the most
experienced HR leaders don’t have a
playbook for effective hybrid working and
this new world of work. Those who focus
on their culture and wellbeing; develop
effective managers with the right skills
and behaviours for remote working; listen
to employee feedback and use this to help
guide their decision-making and people
priorities, will emerge stronger.
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About the survey respondents
How many employees does your
organisation have?

Which of the following best
describes your role?

27%

Less than 50 employees

16%

Company director

12%

51-99

40%

HR leader (manager level and above)

26%

100-499

24%

HR professional (non-manager)

10%

500-999

4%

Communications professional

8%

1000-2499

6%

Team manager

6%

2500-4999

9%

Other

12%

5000+

What sector is your company in?
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19%

Public

66%

Private

14%

Third sector/not for profit

1%

Other
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About HRZone

About WorkBuzz

HRZone.com is an online destination for HR professionals and business leaders offering
advice, guidance, opinions, and up-to-date information on how the working life and
responsibilities of the modern HR professional are being shaped.

At WorkBuzz, our mission is to help
organisations create cultures where every
voice matters, and every person can be their
very best.

HRZone delivers research, premium reports for download and live and digital
events. Their content is written by HR leaders, as well as consultants and industry
commentators.
Opinion and advice
The latest guidance and analysis from a roster of expert contributors.
Research and reports
Trends, insights, and best practice for future-forward HR professionals.
Webinars and podcasts
Live digital events and practical advice on transforming the world of work.
Join the community: www.hrzone.com

Develop engaged and high
performing teams
We spend a third of our lives at work, so
ensuring this is meaningful, enjoyable, and
productive, has always been important.
But recent changes, like hybrid and
remote working, have created brand new
challenges for HR.

400+

Organisations trust WorkBuzz

30+

Countries where employees are
using WorkBuzz

9.3/10

On average, our clients rate
WorkBuzz as 9.3/10

WorkBuzz is HR’s secret weapon. We help
you gather real-time feedback from your
people, track employee wellbeing and
make more informed data-driven people
decisions.
www.workbuzz.com
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